Defect-Mediated Ordering of Condensed Water Structures in Microporous Zeolites.
Ab-initio molecular dynamics simulations and transmission infrared spectroscopy are employed to characterize the structure of water networks in defect-functionalized microporous zeolites. Thermodynamically stable phases of clustered water molecules are localized at some of the defects in zeolite Beta, which include catalytic sites such as framework Lewis acidic Sn atoms in closed and hydrolyzed-open forms, as well as silanol nests. These water clusters compete with ideal gas-like structures at low water densities and pore-filling phases at higher water densities, with the equilibrium phase determined by the water chemical potential. The physical characteristics of these phases are determined by the defect identity, with the local binding and orientation of hydroxyl moieties around the defects playing a central role. The results suggest general principles for how the structure of polar solvents in microporous solid acids is influenced by local defect functionalization, and the thermodynamic stability of the condensed phases surrounding such sites, in turn, implies that the catalysis of Lewis acids will be influenced by local water ordering.